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Abstract

In this article, the authors carry out conceptual and theoretical reflec-
tions on smartphone communities by closely investigating two apps: 
Ingress (Niantic 2012) and Pokémon Go (Niantic 2016). While the 
games’ narratives fabricate reasons for the players to move, it is the 
Smartphone  – understood as an open object between technological 
and cultural processes – that visualizes and tracks players’ movements 
and that situates and reshapes the devices, the users and their sur-
roundings. A central aspect is that the ‘augmented’ cities that become 
visible in the apps are based on the traces of others: other processes and 
technologies, as well as other players. These traces of practices and 
movements structure the users’ experience and shape spaces. Traces 
are necessarily subsequent and we therefore develop the concept of a 
deferred (smartphone) community and analyse its visibility within 
the apps. By close reading the two case studies, we examine poten-
tial “smartphone communities” in their temporal dimensions, as well 
as their demands and promises of participation. In order to gain a 
perspective that is neither adverse to new media nor celebratory of 
assumed participatory community phenomena, the article aims 
to interrogate the examples regarding their potential for individua-
tion/dividuation and community building/dissolution. In doing so, 
the games’ conditions and the impositions placed on the players are 
central and include notions of consent and dissent. Drawing upon 
approaches from community philosophy and media theory, we con-
centrate on the visible aspects smartphone-interfaces. The traces left 
by the various processes that were at work become momentarily actu-
alized on the display, where they manifest not as a fixed community, 
but as a sense of communality.
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Introduction

Pokémon Go and Ingress are two Augmented Reality Games (ARGs) produced by 
the North‑American software developer Niantic, Inc.1 Both games appeal to their 
players to go out and move while the app augments mapped representations of their 
surroundings.2 The ARGs challenge the blurring borders between the physical 
and the virtual world,3 between game narrative and reality, based on locative media 
technologies with a Global Positioning System (GPS) (cf. Buschauer/Willis 2013). 
Shortly after it was launched, Ingress was praised in marking a turning point in 
the changing social acceptance of gaming and virtual realities (Stingeder 2013: 7). 
In the case of Pokémon Go, Niantic was able to fall back on Nintendo’s trademark 
and a pre‑existing fan base from various previous iterations of the game’s world.4

In the public debate and scientific research about both games, the question of 
community has been one of the core topics: since its release for Android in 2012, 
Ingress has often been discussed in relation to its innovative character and ability to 
evoke new forms of ‘communitarization’ (Stingeder calls it “Vergemeinschaftung” 
in German [2014: 4]). It has been said to harbour the ability “to build transfor‑
mative and collaborative communities both regionally and globally” (Chess 2014: 
1108). According to Karl H. Stingeder (2013: 4), Ingress supports ‘social conden‑
sation’ and the ‘social communitarization’ through the possibility of In‑Game‑
Communication, e. g. game‑chat and log windows, and external networking in 

1 In her 2017 article about “Pokémon GO as an HRG”, Adriana de Souza e Silva defines 
four main aspects of an HRG (hybrid reality game): “mobility, sociability, spatiality, 
and surveillance.” (ibid: 21). While her approach to both games is compelling, the 
visible alteration of space through interfacing and visualizations is what this article 
focuses on and the reason for describing the games as ARGs first.

2 An Augmented Reality Game builds upon the implication that one’s individual envi‑
ronment becomes the playground, or more specifically, the field of play. These games 
are taking place in what we might call ‘reality’, but with the difference that this real‑
ity is in some way augmented. It can in fact be argued, “that our realities have always 
been augmented in a fundamental way by our collective and individual imaginar‑
ies, and more recently (as exemplified by Pokémon GO), by the instrumental and 
mediatic extension of our narrative worlds through (mobile) media games.” (Hjorth/
Richardson 2017: 7)

3 The border itself between the real and the virtual space – if it ever existed – is cer‑
tainly highly questionable. In this regard, we prefer to operate with the term of the 
‘hybrid space’, as the augmented reality and mobile game researcher Adriana de 
Souza e Silva (2009) has suggested.

4 Starting in 1996, many generations of Game Boy games, twenty movies, a long run‑
ning anime series, and a multitude of merchandise have attracted fans and players 
worldwide. This might be one of the reasons for the popularity of the ARG, which 
was so popular in the first weeks after its release that it provoked crowds of players to 
gather in public spaces all over the world (Chen 2017: no pag.).
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communities on Facebook, Google+ or websites with forums that have been set 
up specifically. Majorek and du Vall (2015) describe Ingress as “a tool for [sic!] new 
kind of socialization; it helps people return to typical interactions and frees indi‑
viduals from functioning only in the virtual world” (2015: 685). They continue to 
write about the game’s capability of “restoring coexistence in the real world and 
of utilizing new technologies to create true bonds” (ibid: 685 f.) and include other 
games of this kind.

Pokémon Go certainly qualifies as a similarly ‘communitarizing’ game, but 
is more often discussed in a much less optimistic manner, particularly regarding 
its (social) health impacts. (cf. Clark/Clark 2016: 1, Raj/Karlin/Backstrom 2016). 
Taking this public visibility of mobile gaming into account, this article asks about 
new forms of community that arise from the practices and interactions of players. 
Putting the emphasis on the medial conditions of community means neither 
investigating (self‑regulatory) player communities (cf. Pearce 2009), nor empiri‑
cally approaching player groups with a shared experience (Ducheneaut et.al. 2005: 
407) or values (Egenfeldt‑Nielsen/Smith/Pajares Tosca 2016: 182), nor focusing 
on producer supported online communities (cf. Ruggles/Wadley/Gibbs 2005). 
Instead, we are interested in the appearances of communality on smartphone 
displays; a “smartphone communality” that precedes, accompanies, and follows 
the (crowded) visibility of players. Hence, we seek to explore the medial dimen‑
sion of “smartphone communities” as well as their demands and promises of 
participation. In order to gain a perspective on Ingress and Pokémon Go, that is 
neither adverse to new media nor celebratory of assumed participatory community 
phenomena, this article aims at analysing the examples regarding their potential 
for individuation/dividuation and community building/dissolution. Therefore, 
our focus lies on theoretic, fundamental research, with the aim that examinations 
of actual gameplay by researchers in game studies can substantiate the claims 
made in this article. In doing so, the conditions of the games and the impositions 
placed on the players demand further elaboration, as do notions of consent and 
dissent. Prerequisite to any of these considerations are, of course, the smartphone 
apps, which will be explained briefly, especially with reference to their narrative 
justification for community building on the one hand and to their impulses for 
player movement on the other.

Playing the game(s)

“The future is in danger and the world is not what it seems to be” – what sounds 
like a dystopian surveillance report is in fact the teaser for Ingress. In the game 
world of Ingress, the smartphone user, or rather the game player, becomes an agent 
in a hidden global war, fighting for the survival of humanity, which is endan‑
gered by an alien invasion. Therefore, the players have to choose sides between the 
alien faction, the ‘Enlightened’ (marked as green) and the ‘Resistance’ (blue). To 
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achieve victory,5 each side tries to cover the globe with a net of strings and fields, 
which they can establish between so called portals that are typically prominent 
places like historic buildings, 
artworks in the public space 
or other exposed sites. These 
portals are visible within a radar 
simulation on the smartphone 
screen that enables the user to 
only interact with portals in a 
twenty‑meter range.6 In order 
to be able to interact with a 
multitude of portals, ‘it is time 
to move’. The game logic forces 
the agents to actually move to 
the respective locations of the 
Ingress portals [Figure 1]. While 
moving, players also collect the 
‘Exotic Matter’ (XM), a form 
of in‑game currency that is 
needed to perform any interac‑
tion with the portals and that 
has been scattered during the 
alien invasion.

The narrative set up of Pokémon Go is much less apocalyptic. The players are 
supposed to take on the role of a Pokémon Trainer and roam their personal local 
space to find and catch Pokémon – a portmanteau of pocket and monster. In this 
diegesis, containing Pokéstops, Pokéballs and arenas, the driving idea is in fact 
to ‘catch them all’. To fulfil this goal, players must move through neighbour‑
hoods and cities, different landscapes or countries and look for Pokémon on 
their map, which appear when a player is close enough to them. Fittingly, the 

5 Which is always elusive and seems unreachable, even after three years of worldwide 
gameplay with over 14 million downloads. Players have deployed 5.64 billion resona‑
tors and walked a total of 258 million kilometers (Niantic 2016: no pag.).

6 It is an interesting idea to consider whether a map mirrors the territory all the better 
as it becomes smaller and more fragmentary (cf. Thielmann 2013: 53).

Figure 1: Player/Arrow with 
scanner radius and linked portals. 
Screenshot taken from Ingess.
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slogan with which the game is advertised in Google Play, is: “Go out and catch 
a Pokémon in the real world.” The mention of Google Play, or the App Store, 
refers to a seemingly simple fact: potential players have to use a smartphone to 
play Pokémon Go or Ingress, at least if they want it to play in the way the game 
is supposed to be played. Without a proper device, players will neither be able 
to sense a nearby Pokémon, nor catch it. For that matter, the same goes for 
creating a net for the players’ Ingress faction. Furthermore, without movement 
by the player and the device, the in‑app‑in‑game scanner cannot detect Pokémon 
or collect XM either. Without movement, players cannot be led to portals or 
Pokéstops and the apps cannot force them “to visit, revisit [historical sights], and 
reconsider the value of that space that they may not have noticed before playing 
the game” (Chess 2014: 1113).

This is precisely why the smartphone, as a device of mobility, is the crucial 
subject of the following investigation. There is no question that the user can 
play Ingress and Pokémon Go with tablets or even desktop computers (provided 
that they use some hacks to ‘virtually’ move through the space).7 However, it 
is part of this article’s thesis and presumption that the smartphone, its medial 
qualities, mobility and practices intertwine with any practice the two games can 
create. The way of using the smartphone both fabricates and is fabricated by the 
games. Furthermore, it is essential for contemporary individuation processes 
as well as considerations of locality and community dynamics in relation to the 
apps.

In order to analyse any of these topics, we suggest (re)focusing on the appear‑
ances, namely, that which becomes visible, audible or tangible through smart‑
phone interfaces in the respective app. Display symbols, sounds and vibrations 
enable the interaction between the user and the app via the gaming interface.8 
In our research, we have concentrated on the visible side of this interaction and 
documented the gameplay through screenshots, which were subjected to a close 
reading process. The insights gained from this are combined with approaches 
borrowed from community philosophy and media theory. We have structured the 
following thoughts based on an implicit subtitle that is assignable to both games: 

7 It can be argued that players who play Ingress or Pokémon Go on their personal com‑
puter in their warm and dry home have an unfair advantage over those players who 
have to walk around by themselves to reach the arenas and Pokéstops and who need 
good endurance and luck (and battery power) to get hold of the truly rare Pokémon. 
However, that does not change the fact that they still have an advantage over smart‑
phone players in a smartphone game, even if they never use a smartphone them‑
selves. The smartphone remains relevant as a basic condition and prerequisite, even 
in such practices of undermining or dissent.

8 Other aspects, such as economical background information about the apps or con‑
siderations about the games’ engine or aesthetics, cannot be considered within the 
scope of this article.
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“I was here”. This sentence will be split up and emphasis put on its different 
constituents to form chapters, and to serve as a guiding expression throughout 
the following explorations.9

I was here

When considering the expression “I was here”, one of the first questions might 
be, who or what exactly was here? Who is uttering this statement? At this point, 
there are two aspects that merit a closer look. First, the relation between the user, 
the smartphone and the app. While, intuitively, these three entities seem to be 
ontologically distinct, if we draw attention to the processes between them, we can 
find reciprocal interplay that makes a precise distinction nearly impossible. It is 
therefore insufficient to claim that I might be a me who plays the game, because 
since I is now playing the game, it is no longer the same me as it was before. Me as 
an Ingress or Pokémon Go player is another I than the me as a non‑player. Hence, 
the question of “who was here?” is not so much aimed at a human subject, but at 
a player subject.

However, the player subject is generally a user being, since it is a human 
smartphone user who is addressed in the App Store or in Google Play to download 
Ingress; it is the human Pokémon fan who is addressed by the specific subject. 
It is also the human non‑smartphone user who might be motivated to buy a 
smartphone because he or she has been caught up in the hype and wants to 
play either game. The player subject that may be the I that was here, is therefore 
not ‘just’ a human user, but the human user with their smartphone. In this 
aspect, the I we describe is for example different to the “I” that utters the “Here, 
I Used to Be”, which Frith/Kalin (2016) have described as the equivalent of the 
inscription of place in the context of apps such as Foursquare, where a “digital 
network memory” emerges from individual and collective mobilizing practices. 
The player subjects as we understand them are a specific aspect of the smart‑
phone users, who “experience and practice the relationship between memory 
and place.” (ibid: 44) A common denominator of the two concepts is that in each 
case both the human user and the smartphone are constituted as black boxes 
in relation to each other: the human user must, for example, have the potential 
to move and to operate via the smartphone display, while the smartphone has 
to be able to connect to the internet via mobile sources as well as be equipped 
with an appropriate operating system that is capable of running the app. The 
latter point, in particular, leads us to a third constitutive aspect of the player 
subject: the player subject is always the human user with their smartphone with 

9 “I was here” also marks a first distinction from other community building or partici‑
pative smartphone applications, where, for example, Grindr’s comparable statement 
would be “Who else is here and gay?” (cf. Liegl/Stempfhuber 2016).
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the Pokémon Go or Ingress app. A statement that is as simple, as it is essential 
(cf. Latour 1999).

An example is given here to elaborate on this connection: during the gameplay 
of either app, the user is simultaneously located on a map in the game via the GPS 
capability of their smartphone and in the street or room they are currently located 
in. If the body of the player moves in the physical world, an abstraction of this 
movement (e. g. no height information) is mirrored on the screen. Moreover, the 
interactions in the game world that become visible on the smartphone display, for 
example, the hacking of an Ingress portal or spotting a Pokémon, affect the players’ 
behaviour in the ‘real world’: they pause in unusual places, take detours or walk 
in circles.

Another example of the undeniable interrelation between human user, app 
and device is when the smartphone runs out of battery and thereby interrupts the 
gameplay. There are plenty of possible examples for this phenomenon, which we 
want to describe as a constant shifting between dedication and dependence – a 
form of relatedness that Antoine Hennion described as attachement (2011: 93). As a 
consequence, we want to refrain from regarding the human user, smartphone and 
app as three different parties, but rather as one interwoven entity, which perma‑
nently individuates (cf. Simondon 1958) through practices in the process of playing.

Accordingly, it is this triad of human user/smartphone/app that we nominate 
to constitute the player subject. Other aspects are included within this nomina‑
tion, such as an Internet connection. However, since the ‘smartness’ of the smart‑
phone contains mobile Internet access, as well as a touchscreen and location 
services (GPS), these aspects are subsumed under the smartphone. The same 
applies to the movement that is demanded by the apps, which requires the dual 
mobility of the human subject and of the mobile device. Similarly, mobility is 
inherent to both – at least within the discourse of the game. The proposed triad is 
hence adequate for considering the player subject.10 It takes important aspects into 
consideration and is detailed enough to ensure that the different black boxes can 
be handled without losing important aspects. Finally, it clarifies who might be the 
source of “I was here”.

10 The aforementioned player, who plays the game at home on a personal computer, 
makes the proclaimed trinity seemingly obsolete, or at least questionable. To run 
the apps on, e. g., a windows system, an emulator is required, a second program or 
application that simulates the intended device. The player subject then becomes a 
conglomerate of human being/personal computer/app/emulator. We can adapt our 
formula and preserve the trinity since the smartphone can be considered as a kind 
of computer and both app and emulator can be subsumed as programs. Accordingly, 
the player subject now consists of human being/computer/program, which is noth‑
ing less than the widely known classification of hardware, software and wetware, but 
with the crucial distinction that the player, who was previously always determined in 
the demarcation of hard‑ and software, now emerges in the union.
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I was here

The second interesting aspect in Ingress and Pokémon Go is the map as part of 
the game design, and – based on this – the trace or mark. Maps form the core for 
the interface design of both apps. Ingress is built upon the data and map material 
created and provided by Google Maps, which itself plays a crucial part in the (inter)
action of users, smartphones and apps.11 The following section elaborates on 
how appearance and address merge with aspects of temporality and community‑
building in the was of “I was here”.

Considering the display visibilities as the object of our investigation, we need 
to follow the traces of the Ingress agents on the screen. Ingress players see them‑
selves represented by a small arrow within the map on the screen. Concentric 
circles emanate from this arrow, similar to the aesthetics of a radar sending radio 
waves that locate enemies. The Pokémon trainer’s position is also visualized by 
an avatar on the respective map and, like in Ingress, concentric circles scan the 
surrounding area. However, even though these maps depict streets and buildings 
and locate in‑game points of interest, no other player subject answers the scan‑
ner’s signal, at least not instantly. This is because the player always acts alone on 
the screen. Or, put differently: the avatar that visualizes the player’s position on 
the map is the only one that appears on the apps’ maps.12 There are no visualized 
traces in the actual game play, that the player has to follow, or, put differently, 
tracing is not practice of playing Ingress.13 Even if there are thousands of other 
co‑players around, they are never visualized as additional ‘arrows’ on the screen. 
Instead, they remain invisible, a fact that – in our consideration – highly influ‑
ences the question of a potential game ‘community’.

In this context, we would like to differentiate between two kinds of potential 
community: on the one hand, a form of ‘instantaneous’ community that forms phys‑
ically when players meet, e. g., to plan game actions [Figure 2].14 On the other hand, a 
‘deferred’ community that is strongly characterized by an inherent asynchronous 
temporality and posteriority. This concept understands the deferred community as a 

11 Niantic was started as an internal start up at Google and became an independent 
entity in October 2015.

12 The avatar can be both the arrow and the human figure. Exceptions for Pokémon Go 
are in the arenas and in the very few dialogue or cut scenes. In Ingress, on the other 
hand, no human‑looking avatar appears whatsoever.

13 In an early version of Pokémon Go, small paw prints indicated the distance to nearby 
Pokémon, but it was the number of paws that determined how close they players 
where, not a trace on the map itself.

14 In the summer of 2017, Niantic added ‘Raid Battles’ to the game, promising a “coop‑
erative social gameplay experience” (Niantic Press Release, June 19, 2017), a devel‑
opment that also warrants further research. Yet this development does not change 
the fact, that the ‘deferred community’ as it is developed here is a condition for this 
newer option as well.
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necessary condition for the formation (and collapse) of other communities, reaching 
from small co‑present player groups to large online communities.

For example: When an Ingress agent interacts with a portal, they have the option 
of attacking it, if it is an enemy portal; refresh it, if it is a friendly one; or conquer 
it, if the portal is neutral. If they choose any of these actions, they brand the portal 
with their agent name. Then, however, as the game logic commands, the agent has 
to move on, because the main goal of the game is to establish links between the 
portals and to connect them to create fields. In other words: a player leaves their 
mark or trace on a portal and only becomes visible to another player afterwards, as 
an absence that was previously present. Subsequent players can then respond to this 
trace in different ways: acknowledge it, support it, erase it, or overwrite it. Because 
this can only happen as a temporarily succeeding action, however, any potential 
community of Ingress players it is eternally split up and fragmented through time. 
This is a deferral that, according to Nancy (2007), is necessary, because the process 
of interplay and therefore of individuation would otherwise stop.

In summary, appearance is highly tied to disappearance in both apps, such 
that we can only read the traces of an absent presence of community (cf. Krämer 
1998). Nonetheless, there is in fact an ongoing process of tracing, acknowledging, 
erasing, and overwriting. However, the very object of investigation – the visibility 
on the smartphone screen – is a rather fragmented actualization in this constant 
interplay. The trace is therefore strongly connected to updates of the GPS coordi‑
nates, which are visualized on the Ingress screen as coloured marks (portals) or 
an arrow (the user‑smartphone‑app‑subject) and on the Pokémon Go screen as 

Figure 2: Ingress players coordinating their ef for ts. Picture taken by the 
research group.
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coloured pols (Pokéstops) and an avatar that represents the player (the user‑smart‑
phone‑app‑subject). We understand traces as inscriptions or markings within the 
game, rather than literal traces that are actively or unconsciously left by the players 
through their game play.

In Pokémon Go, for example, such a trace is left when a player captures an 
arena. To do so, a Pokémon from the player’s stock has to be left in that arena, 
which also results in further rewards in the form of Pokécoins and Stardust. This 
reward is maximized with every Pokémon the player places. To mark an arena 
therefore requires giving up on a previously acquired possession. This mark, just 
like the hacked Ingress portal, is temporary, as other players will subsequently 
claim the arena for themselves. When they succeed, they find the previously 
placed Pokémon. They can also see an image of the player’s avatar that was previ‑
ously present, including their trainer name and current level. Leaving a Pokémon 
in an arena is therefore also a message to a succeeding addressee. It is a delayed 
“I was here” and also means: “This arena was mine for a certain period”. If the 
succeeding player is in the same team as the previous player, the capacity of the 
arena can be expanded by adding a further Pokémon. This means that every 
captured arena will inevitably either be reclaimed or shared. If the currently occu‑
pying team does not frequently return and maintain their claim to an arena, it can 
constantly change its tenancy.15 Players can therefore only leave traces of having 
been there and having taken part. Similar to a tagger, who sprayed their name or 
the sentence “I was here” on a wall, but does not own the building, the Pokémon 
trainer does not own the arena. They can only claim it temporarily with the knowl‑
edge that their mark will be overwritten in the not‑so‑distant future.

Yet the traces can be read for as long as they exist and, as it stands with most 
traces, it is also hard, or even impossible, not to leave a mark. This holds even 
more true when we extend the understanding of trace to the gestures of using 
the smartphone interface. It can then be said, that “[t]he gesture that transpires in 
real time at the mobile interface is a deictic ‘doing’ that produces a fleeting trace 
in the form of activating a click or moving a map view.” (Verhoeff/Cooley 2014: 
no pag.) ‘Tracing’ the movement of throwing a Pokéball by swiping the finger 
on the touch screen towards the Pokémon is such deictic trace. These traces are 
conditional for the deferred community as it is understood here and most gesture 
in the gameplay can be interpreted like that. Furthermore, the traces that high‑
light the deferral emphasize a different facet. Even if a player chooses not to leave 
a Pokémon behind after clearing an arena, a mark is left showing that someone 
has in fact cleared the arena, even though it is unclear who. In the case of Ingress, 
the former owner of a portal receives a message stating that his or her portal has 
been attacked or taken over by ‘an unknown player’. Similarly, the information on 

15 Here, effects of repetition and seriality are of the essence. For example, Winkler 
(2015: 96) writes: “The everyday notion of traces at least has a quantitative side. And 
a privileged reference either to the mass or to the repetition.”
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when this (re)marking took place is not legible, only the fact that it has happened 
in the recent past is implicit. The was in “I was here” hence clearly refers to a past, 
a before, and relates to a present or future, depending on the standpoint. Neverthe‑
less, the player who left the mark was present and now they are absent: this is what, 
by definition, turns the mark into a trace (Krämer 2007: 14).

As much as players are incapable of not leaving traces, they are also inca‑
pable of not following the inevitably existent tracks of their precursory co‑players, 
e. g. in the case of an arena. Whereas Pokéstops allow a different reflection on 
temporal deferral, as they may all have been previously visited by other players, 
this does not become visible on the screens. Instead, a player’s individual “I was 
here” is directed at themselves: when a player visits a Pokéstop, they can tap the 
respective symbol on the map. An icon then appears with a picture of the site 
where this specific Pokéstop is located in relation to the player’s surroundings, 
such as a clock tower, a statue, a fountain or a unique building. This picture 
is framed by a blue circle, which turns purple after the icon is swiped and the 
obtainable items have been collected. For as long as a Pokéstop’s icon on the 
map stays purple, the player 
cannot spin it again for the 
next five minutes. [Figure 3] 
To the player, a purple symbol 
therefore means that they 
themselves have been there 
recently. The icon, as such, is 
visible to all players, but the 
purple “I was here (within the 
last five minutes)” is individual 
to each player’s screen. The 
deferred temporality of the was 
is nonetheless similar, whether 
“I was here” addresses the 
players themselves or subse‑
quent players.

Figure 3: Avatar, Pokéstops, 
Arena etc. as visible traces of 
gameplay on the map. Screenshot 
taken from Pokémon Go.
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I was here

In order to complete the contemplations of this article’s guiding expression, we 
now have to ask about the place or space to which the here might refer in the 
context of the two apps. At least three features characterize this here: the maps, 
GPS tracking, and the position of the players as they relate to their surround‑
ings.16 On a first level, the maps in both apps function as typical maps, in that 
they are guiding devices that lead players to Pokéstops and portals. In a second 
step, these maps reveal themselves as interfaces that mediate between the player 
and the game. On a third, and perhaps most important level, the maps become a 
tracking device that enables players to identify the traces of those who were here 
before them.

Generally speaking, here refers to the place from which the utterance occurs 
and – as an act of deixis – to the I who speaks. But what does here mean in the 
context of Ingress and Pokémon Go? At first glance, the situation again seems 
simple: arenas, Pokéstops, and portals are sites that are only visible when mediated 
by the map on the smartphone display. However, they also relate to a ‘real’ place 
which existed in the actual terrain before being integrated and augmented by the 
apps. Hjorth and Richardson describe this relationship as “a transformation of the 
local environment into a game resource, where place is literally made relevant by 
the extent to which it is populated by virtual currency, game objects, and rewards.” 
(2017: 10) Due to this relation between the in‑game places and the actual territory, 
and the relationship to the user‑smartphone‑app‑subject who ‘utters’ this relation 
by referring to a place both in the game and in the territory, the here becomes 
concrete. To make matters even more complicated, those ‘real’ places are also coor‑
dinates on a virtual map. In the context of the apps, the crucial aspect of the here 
is not that a player is at a specific topographic location, but that the (mobile) device 
sends and receives the corresponding GPS data. Only then can the game’s maps 
appear in full with all the aspects mentioned above. Furthermore, only then can 
the app determine if the players have reached a defined range and are therefore 
able to interact with a specific virtual object on their maps (cf. Hui 2012). It does 
not make any difference to the apps whether this GPS data is in fact the result 
of a mobile device having moved with its user or the result of a GPS hack.17 In 

16 The movement of players could certainly be measured and marked for example in a 
real‑world diorama as Hägerstrand (1982) suggested. However, neither this method‑
ology, nor comparable approaches from time geography, are applied in this article.

17 Potential circumventions of the gameplay (practices like hacking or modding) have 
to be considered elsewhere. Most developers, for example, do not offer the players 
to the option of freely manipulating their GPS data and, instead, demand that they 
change their data output by physically moving. Accordingly, the so called softbans 
are not a penalty imposed by the program code but rather a sanction imposed by the 
developer.
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any case, the assumed topographic here becomes a topological here (see below). 
It is no longer a player with a smartphone at a ‘real’ location that matters, it is an 
individual mobile GPS receiver in relation to a common static GPS location. It is a 
matter of a virtual here that can be updated in different ways with a player subject 
that individuates in accordance with their state of being, past and present, and 
their location.

The attached and interwoven assembly of user, smartphone and app perma‑
nently individuates itself through the practice of playing, as was stated earlier. 
However, regarding the processes of mapping, tracing and tracking it becomes 
more and more questionable if this term is not missing the plurality of a deferred 
community which is (dis)connected through time via the trace on a map. For this 
reason, we would like to introduce the additional term of dividuation, coined by 
media scholar Michaela Ott (2015). Ott describes in‑/voluntary forms of participa‑
tion and reciprocal entanglement in which we find ourselves in the media ecology 
of the 21st century. Following Ott’s train of thought, the map should be considered 
less topographically, but rather more topologically. A map can never be thought of 
as a self‑contained entity, but rather a dividuated phenomenon of ‘being‑in‑rela‑
tion’, like the community that is at work on it. This dividuation is, unlike sharing, 
to be understood as a form of involuntary participation that applies to modifiable 
as well as fixed maps.18 Consequently, it is in this constant oscillation between 
individuation and dividuation where an asynchronously deferred smartphone 
community temporally manifests. In this regard, every pixel or shining dot on the 
screen, every short sound or GPS signal and every user who leaves their ‘virtual’ 
mark with their smartphone is part of a highly interwoven complex of dividuated 
player subjects. It is therefore all the more important to take the described appear‑
ances seriously and to adequately trace individuation and dividuation practices.

“I was here” can thus only ever be considered as processual and non‑static. 
Every instance of the sentence can change its status at any time and inevitably 
will do so. The transition of the personal, temporal and spatial determination is 
constitutional for the technological condition: exemplified by the GPS, on which 
both Ingress and Pokémon Go are based upon. Localization through GPS is made 
possible by a network of satellites that is dispersed across the Earth’s orbit. A 
connection to four satellites is required to obtain a correct topographic position. 
The data that are continuously sent by those satellites are their individual iden‑
tifier: the exact time based on their embedded atomic clock and their specific 
coordinates (cf. Misra/Enge 2006). Put differently, the satellites send an endless 

18 Ingress players used to be quite literally be able to work on the map, as they had the 
option of adding new portals that other players could then interact with. In Sep‑
tember 2015, this was suspended by Niantic, due to the large amount of submission 
(Niantic Post 2015) and the formerly changing map was stabilized by the coopera‑
tion. Consequentially, Pokémon Go players never had the opportunity to shape the 
map of the game other than leaving their traces as it is intended by the game.
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stream of “I am here” to Earth. This signalling happens in so called ‘real time’. 
Nevertheless, time has passed once the signal reaches earth (a fraction of a second) 
and the satellite’s position is no longer the same. This means that when the signal 
is received by the GPS navigation device, the satellite’s “I am here” has already 
changed into an “I was there”. This temporal shift indicates that GPS tracking 
inevitably entails following a trace from the past, even though this past might 
barely be distinguishable from the present. Playing Pokémon Go or Ingress means 
that the player does not merely navigate an avatar across a digital map by moving 
through actual territory. The players also follow their own digital path, which 
enables the emergence of a game through technical conditions that accumulate 
with the smartphones in the players’ hands. In this sense, each player subject is 
in the process of a deferred individuation as it is part of a deferred community of 
multiple in‑/dividuated player subjects.

I was here at work

When we read a statement like “I was here” tagged in a public bathroom, the place it 
refers to is pretty obvious. The tagger might have vanished, but their place of having‑
been‑at‑work19 persists. The same situation can be described for the Pokémon Go 
arenas. The most recent player might be still around, but doesn’t need to be. Either 
way, their work is still present, for much longer than any other trace. To be more 
accurate: it is not the player who leaves a trace, it is their being‑at‑work which is 
inscribed.20 The readers of this trace enter into a temporarily delayed connec‑
tion with the worker, such that the deferred community that was described above 
emerges between traces of absent players and present players who were reading 
these traces while simultaneously leaving new traces of their work themselves.

Unbeknown to many Pokémon Go players, they also follow the footsteps of 
countless Ingress players before them, who worked on establishing sites for portals 
in their maps. Niantic took advantage of their pre‑existing data when they created 
the interactive map for Pokémon Go.21 The Ingress players’ work, their mobile 

19 We understand ‘work’ here as strictly differentiated from ‘labour’. What we want 
to describe has nothing to do with the ‘free labour’ of users in digital cultures, as 
described, for example, by Tiziana Terranova (2000). We rather want to refer to ‘at 
work’ as a process of making something.

20 These work traces do not have to be intentional. Footprints in sand are not necessar‑
ily intentional either, but nonetheless they are the marks of a person’s feet and can 
be read as the trace of the person as such.

21 A benefit for those users who play both games is the fact that areas where the amount 
of XM that is present is particularly high coincide with areas in which Pokémon will 
appear. However, running both games at the same time can significantly drain both 
battery power and data allowance.
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devices, GPS tracking and cameras, plus the Ingress app, which is operated by the 
developers with their computing systems, find their way into Pokémon Go, where 
all this work is then visible on the screen and readable as a trace. [Figure 4] It is this 
trace, we argue, which leads to a different kind of community, which derives from 
those common online or offline communities, where players meet to play together 
or share their experience to gain advantages or generate new codes of behaviour, 
may it be in videos or in discus‑
sion forums or special game 
wikis. This different kind of 
community occurs beforehand 
and in a belated fashion. In the 
present, it is almost invisible. 
However, it leaves traces on the 
smartphone screen as momen‑
tary actualizations, not as a 
fixed community but as a sense 
of communality. We consider 
this communality of a deferred 
community to be essential to 
understanding the impact and 
popularity of ARGs like Ingress 
and Pokémon Go and for future 
considerations of mobile ARGs 
and related smartphone appli‑
cations.
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